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Abstract
The extrapolation of quantiles beyond or below the largest or smallest observation plays an important role in hydrological

practice, design of hydraulic structures, water resources management, or risk assessment. Traditionally, extreme quantiles

are obtained using parametric methods that require to make an a priori assumption about the distribution that generated the

data. This approach has several limitations mainly when applied to the tails of the distribution. Semiparametric or

nonparametric methods, on the other hand, allow more flexibility and they may overcome the problems of the parametric

approach. Therefore, we present here a comparison between three selected semi/nonparametric methods, namely the

methods of Hutson (Stat and Comput, 12(4):331–338, 2002) and Scholz (Nonparametric tail extrapolation. Tech. Rep.

ISSTECH-95-014, Boeing Information and Support Services, Seattle, WA, United States of America, 1995) and kernel

density estimation. While the first and third methods have already applications in hydrology, Scholz (Nonparametric tail

extrapolation. Tech. Rep. ISSTECH-95-014, Boeing Information and Support Services, Seattle, WA, United States of

America, 1995) is proposed in this context for the first time. After describing the methods and their applications in

hydrology, we compare their performance for different sample lengths and return periods. We use synthetic samples

extracted from four distributions whose maxima belong to the Gumbel, Weibull, and Fréchet domain of attraction. Then,

the same methods are applied to a real precipitation dataset and compared with a parametric approach. Eventually, a

detailed discussion of the results is presented to guide researchers in the choice of the most suitable method. None of the

three methods, in fact, outperforms the others; performances, instead, vary greatly with distribution type, return period, and

sample size.
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1 Introduction

The quantile with a level of probability p 2 ð0; 1Þ of a

random variable X, having a cumulative distribution

function F, is defined as xðpÞ ¼ inffx : FðxÞ� pg. Extreme

quantiles (upper and lower) are those beyond the largest or

smallest observation, of great interest in hydrological

practice (Salvadori et al. 2007), for the design of hydraulic

structures, water resources management, and risk assess-

ment problems (Engeland et al. 2004; Apipattanavis et al.

2010; Volpi 2019). Lower extreme quantiles are used, for

example, to monitor droughts, that can be considered the

most severe and complex of the different weather-related

natural hazards (UNDRR 2019). Drought indicators like

the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI; McKee et al.

1993) define a drought to be mild, moderate, severe, or

extreme if return periods are respectively between 2 and 6

years, 6 and 15 years, 15 and 44 years, or higher than 44

years (McKee et al. 1993). Upper extreme quantiles are

used, for example, in the design of hydraulic structures.

Structures like sewers and dams require design return

periods between 2 and 10 years, and between 500 and

10000 years respectively (Chow et al. 1988). Due to the

limited length of time series, typically 50–90 years
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(Apipattanavis et al. 2010), the quantile of interest is often

not observed in the time series (Brazdil and Kundzewicz

2006). When the length of the time series is lower than the

return period of interest, extrapolation above (below) the

maximum (minimum) observed value becomes necessary.

Traditionally, the extrapolation is obtained adopting a

parametric approach. The assumption is made that the

variable is described by a given parametric distribution

whose set of parameters is estimated from observations.

The quantile for a fixed level of probability (or return

period) is then obtained inverting the cumulative distribu-

tion function (CDF). The limits of this approach, particu-

larly evident when dealing with the tail of the distribution,

were highlighted by several authors (e.g., Adamowski

1985; Moon and Lall 1994; Apipattanavis et al. 2010;

Lekina et al. 2014). A non appropriate choice of the

parametric distribution leads to biases in the estimates.

Additionally, data may have a structure difficult to be

reproduced with a single parametric function. Extreme

floods are often caused by different processes, therefore

they require the use of a mixed distribution to be modelled

with a parametric approach (Waylen and Woo 1982; Alila

and Mtiraoui 2002; Carreau et al. 2009; Evin et al. 2011;

Barth et al. 2019; De Michele 2019). The choice of the

distribution may be driven by different criteria: (1) guide-

lines (e.g., log-Pearson type III is the standard for annual

maximum flood in the United States, see England et al.

2019); (2) the (presumed or real) asymptotic behavior of

the variable (e.g., Gamma distribution is commonly

adopted to fit precipitation distribution, see Martinez-Vil-

lalobos and Neelin 2019); (3) chosen among a pool of

distributions (e.g., Sol’áková et al. 2014; Nashwan et al.

2018). In order to compare them, goodness of fit tests are

usually applied. Nevertheless, conventional tests look

essentially at the fit of the bulk of observations to the

model; they do not ensure that extreme quantiles are

reproduced adequately (El Adlouni et al. 2008; Brennan

et al. 2017); see also the check made on upper quantiles in

De Michele and Avanzi (2018). Eventually, simple para-

metric models may not be able to provide an adequate

description of the whole range of data, resulting in a good

fit of the body but a non accurate description of the tails.

An answer to these problems may be to resort to semi-

parametric or nonparametric methods. In both typologies,

no distributional assumption is made, but the former still

maintains some parameters that require to be selected or

estimated. The first category includes kernel estimators

(e.g., Silverman 1986), whose basic idea is to obtain a local

approximation of the target function using the nearby

observations weighted depending on their distance (Lall

1995). Kernel estimators are applied both to fit the prob-

ability density function (PDF) or the CDF and the quantile.

The earliest applications of this type of semiparametric

methods in hydrology can be found in flood frequency

analysis (e.g., Adamowski 1985; Bardsley 1989; Ada-

mowski and Feluch 1990; Lall et al. 1993; Moon et al.

1993; Moon and Lall 1994) due to the inadequacy of

classical parametric distributions to model streamflow (Lall

and Rajagopalan 2016). Kim and Heo (2002), comparing

parametric models and kernel density estimation (KDE),

suggested the use of the latter for flood quantile estimation

in the interpolation range. Neverthless, the classical kernel

quantile and density estimators have some limitations in

extrapolating outside the range of observations (Apipat-

tanavis et al. 2010; Wei et al. 2015). To improve extrap-

olation performances, Apipattanavis et al. (2010) proposed

an estimator based on local polynomial regression and they

applied it to flood data. Another possibility to improve tail

extrapolation of semiparametric models is to describe the

bulk and the tail of the data with different models and to

allow a smooth transition between them. Tencaliec et al.

(2020) for example proposed a semiparametric version of

the Extended Generalized Pareto distributions (EGPDs) to

fit the whole range of rainfall data, while MacDonald et al.

(2011) proposed a mixture model that combines a kernel

density estimator with a tail model in compliance with

Extreme Value Theory (EVT). Hutson (2000), instead,

combined a parametric model for the tail with a linear

interpolation for the central part of the data.

Another type of quantile estimator is the one proposed

by Hutson (2002) and already applied in hydrology in the

works of Serinaldi (2009, 2011; Serinaldi et al. 2012) and

Bezak et al. (2017, 2018, 2019). This method is also at the

base of the semiparametric tail-extrapolated quantile esti-

mators proposed by Wei et al. (2015). This latter class of

estimators improves traditional quantile estimators (e.g.

kernel estimator) in the extrapolation range. The methods

proposed by both Hutson (2002) and Wei et al. (2015) are

particularly suited for finite sample sizes. A third group of

methods is the one based on EVT. In addition to the

parametric tail estimation with the method of block max-

ima or the peak over threshold approach, several semi-

parametric and nonparametric methods are available in

literature (e.g., Hill 1975; Pickands 1975; Dekkers et al.

1989; Beirlant et al. 2005; Lekina et al. 2014). We refer to

Beirlant et al. (2004) for a detailed illustration of this class

of methods. We cite here also the method proposed by

Scholz (1995). In this case EVT is used in order to find a

suitable probability plot where the order statistics can be

considered to follow a straight line and where quantiles and

confidence intervals are extrapolated. Whilst these methods

have the advantage of estimating the tail of the distribution

looking only at the extreme values, the choice of how many

of the k-largest observations should be considered extreme

is not straightforward (Beirlant et al. 2004). Besides,
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problems may arise in case of small sample sizes since

EVT may not hold (Young and Mathew 2014).

Despite the limitations of parametric methods to

extrapolate extreme quantiles and the potentiality of semi/

nonparametric ones, the latter are not yet widely used in

hydrology. Hence, our decision to present a comparison

between a selection of them. This work is not intended to

be an exhaustive review of semi/nonparametric methods,

rather it gives an overview of these tools and their per-

formances under different distributions and sample sizes in

order to promote and ease their use in hydrology. The

chosen methods, namely Hutson (2002), Scholz (1995),

and KDE are illustrated in Sect. 2. Section 3 explains the

setup of the simulation study, while in Sects. 4 and 5

results of the simulation study and the case study are

respectively presented. Discussions and conclusions are

given in Sects. 6 and 7.

2 Methods

2.1 Hutson (2002) method

Hutson (2002) presents a new simple nonparametric

quantile function estimator that is essentially an improve-

ment of the linear interpolation estimator, firstly proposed

by Parzen (1979). The linear interpolation estimator was

developed in order to provide estimations of quantiles

falling within the range of observations. Assuming a set of

n i.i.d. random variables fX1; :::;Xng with support in R and

the order statistics for the sample fY1 � :::� Yng, the lin-

ear interpolation estimator is defined as

x̂ðpÞ ¼ð1� �Þ Yn�kþ2 þ �Yn�kþ1;

k

nþ 1
\ p\

k þ 1

nþ 1
; k ¼ 1; :::; n;

ð1Þ

where � ¼ n0p� bn0pc, n0 ¼ nþ 1 and b�c is the floor

function. The enhancement proposed in Hutson (2002)

consists of allowing the nonparametric quantile extrapola-

tion beyond the range of observed data. The quantile

function estimator by Hutson (2002), for a given proba-

bility level p, has the following expression:

x̂ðpÞ ¼

Yn þ ðYn�1 � YnÞ log ðn0pÞ if 0\ p � 1

nþ 1
;

ð1� �Þ Yn�kþ2 þ �Yn�kþ1 if
k

nþ 1
\ p\

k þ 1

nþ 1
; k ¼ 1; :::; n;

Y1 � ðY1 � Y2Þ log ðn0ð1� pÞÞ if
n

nþ 1
� p\ 1:

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

ð2Þ

The equation in the second row represents the linear

interpolation estimator by Parzen (1979), i.e. Eq. (1), and it

applies to quantiles within the range of probabilities

½ 1
nþ1

; n
nþ1

�. Expressions in first and third rows represent the

extension of the quantile estimator, proposed by Hutson

(2002), for extrapolation of tail extremes outside the range

of observed data. The new quantile expression in Eq. (2) is

based on the following hypotheses:

1. the image of x(p) is R;

2. x(p) is C0 in p ¼ 1
1þn and in p ¼ n

nþ1
;

3. x(p) is C1 in p ¼ 1
1þn and in p ¼ n

nþ1
.

Finally, there could be cases where the observed variables

have support in Rþ, this could be the case of rainfall or

discharge data. In order to take into account also these

conditions, Hutson (2002) implemented a slightly modified

version of Eq. (2), here reported:

x̂ðpÞ ¼

�Yn if 0\ p � 1

nþ 1
;

ð1� �Þ Yn�kþ2 þ �Yn�kþ1 if
k

nþ 1
\ p\

k þ 1

nþ 1
; k ¼ 1; :::; n;

Y1 � ðY1 � Y2Þ log ðn0ð1� pÞÞ if
n

nþ 1
� p\ 1:

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

ð3Þ

The same idea, i.e. using a straight line approximation for

the bounded tail, can be applied, and the system conse-

quently modified, also in case of upper bounded data.

Hutson (2002) carried out simulations with small samples

of length n equal to 10 and 25, in order to assess the

estimator behaviour. The samples were extracted by Nor-

mal, Cauchy, and Exponential distributions. Results

showed that, for small sample lengths, the estimator of

Hutson (2002) provides better performance with respect to

other quantile function estimators, such as the kernel

quantile estimator. However, it was proved that the method

has difficulties in describing the tail behaviour of heavy-

tailed distributions, such as the Cauchy distribution. This

method was hence recommended for mid- and light-tailed

distributions.

2.2 Scholz (1995) method

The method proposed by Scholz (1995) starts from the

knowledge that order statistics can serve as confidence

bounds for the population quantiles and it relies on two

assumptions regarding the sampled distribution: (1) it is

continuous; (2) it belongs to the domain of attraction of one

of the three types of asymptotic distributions of extremes.

Let fX1; :::;Xng be n i.i.d. random variables with distribu-

tion FXðxÞ and assume that data are realizations of this

sample. The sample, ordered in descending order, is then

denoted by fY1 � :::� Yng. For a given p, the ordered

observation Yi can serve as 100a% upper confidence bound

for the quantile xp as follows:
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a ¼ PðYi � xpÞ ¼
Xn

j¼i

n

j

� �

ð1� pÞjðpÞn�j: ð4Þ

The survival function of Yi can also be rewritten, using the

Beta and incomplete Beta function, as follows:

a ¼ PðYi � xpÞ ¼
R 1�p
0

ti�1ð1� tÞn�idt
R 1
0
ti�1ð1� tÞn�idt

¼ Cðnþ 1Þ
CðiÞCðn� iþ 1Þ

Z 1�p

0

ti�1ð1� tÞn�idt:

ð5Þ

Since it is not always possible, fixing a and p, to find a

choice of i so that Eq. (4) is satisfied closely enough,

Scholz (1995) proposed to fix i and a and to compute the

associated pi;a;n. For a ¼ 0:5 a good approximation is given

by

pi;:5;n � 1� i� 1=3

nþ 1=3
: ð6Þ

The idea is then to find a suitable transformation gðpÞ so

that the relation between gðpi;a;nÞ and Yi for i ¼ 1; 2; :::k

can be assumed linear and to extrapolate the tail of the

distribution in that plane. The value of k gives the depth of

the sample used to extrapolate the extreme quantiles. We

will focus in the following only on the 50% confidence

bound, since it can be used as a median unbiased estimate

of xp. Making use of EVT and recalling that FXðxÞ is in the

domain of attraction of the extreme value distribution, for

n ! 1 we have that

xðpÞ � d � ð�n lnðpÞÞ�c � 1

c
þ k; ð7Þ

where k 2 R, d[ 0, and c 2 R are the location, scale, and

shape parameter. The shape parameter is also called

extreme value index (EVI). An appropriate transform may

therefore be

gðpÞ ¼ ð�n lnðpÞÞ�c � 1

c
: ð8Þ

The value of c was obtained with the estimator proposed by

Dekkers et al. (1989):

ĉk ¼ M1;k þ 1� 0:5 1�
M2

1;k

M2;k

 !�1

; ð9Þ

where M1;k ¼ 1
k�1

Pk�1
i¼1 logð ~Yi= ~YkÞ,

M2;k ¼ 1
k�1

Pk�1
i¼1 log

2ð ~Yi= ~YkÞ, ~Yi ¼ Yi �
median ðX1; :::;XnÞ and k is the number of order statistics

used in the estimation. The choice of Scholz (1995) to

subtract the median from Yi was motivated by two reasons:

(1) logarithm argument must be positive; (2) ĉk becomes

location and scale invariant. Once c is estimated, the

parameters of the linear relation between Yi and gĉðpiÞ with
i ¼ 1; :::; k are estimated using weighted least squares. The

weights are obtained from the covariance matrix of Y:

covðYi; YjÞ � d2 � i�c�1j�c: ð10Þ

In this way the different variances of Yi and their correla-

tion are taken into account. We refer to Scholz (1995) for

the derivation of Eq. (10) and the solution of least squares.

Once the linear relation is known, it is possible, for a given

value of p, to estimate the corresponding xðpÞ.
A last comment regards the number of extreme statistics

to be included in the fit. Large k will produce higher bias

while smaller k will produce higher variance (Beirlant

et al. 2004). In this study we did not use the method pro-

posed by Scholz (1995) for the choice of k because it was

not suitable for small n. We therefore proceeded in the

following way: (1) the value of c was estimated for each

value of k between two limiting values K1 and K2; (2) for

each value of ĉ we estimated the parameters of the linear

relation, that we will call b1 and b2, and the associated

coefficient of determination, R2; (3) we selected the final b1
and b2 averaging all the values for which (a) R2 [ 0; (b)

R2 [ 0:7. For K1 and K2 we adopted the values proposed

by Scholz (1995): K1 ¼ maxð6; b1:3
ffiffiffi
n

p
cÞ and

K2 ¼ 2blog10ðnÞ
ffiffiffi
n

p
c.

2.3 Kernel density estimation method

The KDE refers to a statistical method providing semi-

parametric estimations of PDF, for which a fixed mathe-

matical form is not defined. It can be thought as an

alternative method to histogram, providing smoother

results (Wilks 2011). KDE makes use of kernel functions,

kð�Þ, in a number equal to the one of observed data. Each

kernel function has its center in the data value. KDE is

therefore calculated by adding the heights of all kernel

functions through a linear superposition. Given n i.i.d.

random variables fX1; :::;Xng, the estimated PDF is given

by

f̂ XðxÞ ¼
1

nh

Xn

i¼1

k
x� Xi

h

� �

; ð11Þ

where h is called bandwidth or smoothing constant. The

kernel function could be any function which has the fol-

lowing three properties:

1.
R
kðxÞ dx ¼ 1;

2.
R
x kðxÞ dx ¼ 0;

3.
R
x2kðxÞ dx ¼ a\1.

It follows that any symmetric PDF, with finite variance,

can be used as kernel. Nevertheless, it is not a necessary

condition that the kernel function is a PDF. Among the
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most popular and broadly used kernel functions we can

mention Gaussian, Triangular, Cosine, Biweight, and

Epanechnikov kernels. Properties of KDE are therefore

strictly dependent on the choice of two parameters: (1) the

shape of the kernel function and (2) its bandwidth h. Many

studies were developed in the past to define the optimal

type of kernel (e.g., Epanechnikov 1969; Wand and Jones

1994) and the optimal bandwidth (e.g., Silverman 1986;

Sheather and Jones 1991; Cheng and Sun 2006). However,

it was proved that the selection of kernel has a rather

limited effect on the estimator efficiency (Wand and Jones

1994), that is why the choice is typically based on the

simplicity of implementation. Conversely, the bandwidth

selection is a more critical step (Sheather 2004; Charpen-

tier and Flachaire 2015), determining the amount of

smoothness of the estimation: larger bandwidths result in

smoother estimators and smaller bandwidths produce

rougher estimates.

Once the PDF is estimated, the aim is to evaluate the

quantile. From Eq. (11) can be derived the estimate of the

distribution function (Moon et al. 1993) as

F̂XðxÞ ¼
1

n

Xn

i¼1

k�
x� Xi

h

� �

; k�ðtÞ ¼
Z t

�1
kðuÞdu: ð12Þ

Finally, an estimator of the quantile, x̂ðpÞ, can be calculated
as the inverse of the kernel distribution function estimator,

F̂
�1

X ðxÞ.
However, some problems may arise when the quantile to

be estimated requires an extrapolation. We indeed saw that

the kernel smoothing technique relies on the arbitrary

choices of h and kð�Þ. This means that, in case of quantile

estimations far beyond the range of observed data, only few

observations in the interval h will influence the estimation

(Adamowski 1989). Moreover, the selected kernel shape

may not reflect the upper tail features (Adamowski and

Feluch 1990). To counter these limitations, many works in

the past tried to provide an enhancement to the classic

KDE. Adamowski (1989) proposed a variable kernel esti-

mator (VKE), where h varies in inverse proportion to the

local density of observations. Adamowski and Feluch

(1990) recommended the use of generalized extreme value

distribution (GEV) as kernel function in flood frequency

analysis. In the present work we implemented the newly

proposed robust kernel function, kxðtÞ, presented by Wang

et al. (2020), which is a mixture of a light-tailed kernel,

klightðxÞ, and a thick-tailed kernel, kheavyðxÞ:
kxðxÞ ¼ x � kheavyðxÞ þ ð1� xÞ � klightðxÞ;x 2 ½0; 1�;

ð13Þ

where the tuning parameter x governs the relative weight

to be assigned to each component. We chose the standard

Normal density function as klightðtÞ, as recommended by

authors in Wang et al. (2020). As kheavy we implemented

the Cauchy density function since Adamowski (1985) and

Lall et al. (1993) selected it as heavy-tailed kernel for flood

frequency analysis. The tuning parameter is thereby opti-

mized, together with the bandwidth, through the likelihood

cross validation (Duin 1976), formulated for kx as

max
h[ 0;x2½0;1�

1

n

Xn

i¼1

log
1

ðn� 1Þh
Xn

j¼1;j 6¼i

kx
Xi � Xj

h

� �" #

: ð14Þ

2.4 Hydrological applications

Hutson (2002) was developed with the aim of improving

bootstrap resampling theories in small samples but it can

definitely yield benefits in issues concerning extrapolation

of hydrological extremes and the associated confidence

intervals. However only few works in hydrological litera-

ture proposed an application of the method. In Serinaldi

(2009) the estimator was applied to compute confidence

intervals for extreme quantiles from datasets of annual

peak discharge. Later, Serinaldi (2011) implemented it to

define semiparametric flow duration curves, annual flow

duration curves, and their confidence intervals. Most recent

works (e.g., Serinaldi et al. 2012; Bezak et al.

2017, 2018, 2019) took advantage of the method for cop-

ula-based models in hydrological modelling.

A much wider dissemination has been experienced

regarding kernel estimators in hydrological fields. They

were firstly introduced in hydrology with the aim of finding

robust techniques capable of estimating relative frequen-

cies of rare floods or low flows, which lie beyond the range

of observed data. Adamowski (1985) proposed the kernel

function in hydrological issues to estimate the PDF of

annual floods. Later, Bardsley (1989) implemented a kernel

estimator to estimate the cumulative distribution function

with bandwidths varying with the ranked floods. Ada-

mowski and Feluch (1990) showed that including historical

information into kernel flood–frequency analysis improves

extrapolation. Lall et al. (1993) focused on bandwidths and

kernel functions selection and their impact on flood fre-

quency analysis performance while Moon et al. (1993)

investigated estimators on upper tail quantiles. Again, in

Moon and Lall (1994), authors implemented the kernel

quantile estimator, using boundary kernels in case of

quantiles extrapolation outside the range of recorded flows.

More recently, the kernel smoothing was applied in other

hydrological contexts such as interpolation of missing

rainfall data (Lee and Kang 2015) or the estimation of

return period of droughts (Kim et al. 2003).

At our knowledge, Scholz (1995) has not yet been used

in hydrological applications.
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3 Setup of simulation study

We investigated and compared behaviour and perfor-

mances of the three semi/nonparametric extrapolation

techniques, illustrated above, within a hydrological

framework. To this aim we carried out an extensive sim-

ulation analysis trying to cover a variety of cases which

could be encountered in hydrological contexts, sampling

four well-known distributions with different attraction

domains of maxima and using several sample lengths. The

four distributions tested are the Gamma, the left-truncated

Cauchy, the Uniform, and the Generalized Pareto. The

Gamma distribution has a smoothly varying form and it is

commonly adopted for description of skewed hydrological

variables, such as precipitation depth of wet days (Chow

et al. 1988). For example, it is usually used to fit monthly

aggregated precipitation data in the computation of the SPI.

The distribution of its maxima is shown to converge

asymptotically to the Extreme Value Type 1 (EV1) or

Gumbel distribution (Salvadori et al. 2007), that is light-

tailed. We recall that the Gumbel distribution is charac-

terized by a value of the EVI equal to 0. The left-truncated

Cauchy is a right heavy-tailed distribution. In fact, its

maxima follow the behaviour of the Fréchet distribution,

the Extreme Value Type 2 (EV2) for which EVI [ 0

(Salvadori et al. 2007). In hydrology, the left-truncated

Cauchy is mainly exploited in flood frequency analysis, to

fit the variables that describe maximum annual flood

events, namely flood volume, flood duration, and peak flow

(e.g., Ghorbani et al. 2011; El Fels et al. 2018; Nashwan

et al. 2018). The truncation of the Cauchy distribution

results in a function with positive support and this makes it

adequate to study hydrological variables, the majority of

which can not assume negative values. The Uniform dis-

tribution can be considered the simplest (and let’s say

uninformative) distribution, which is why it is employed in

numerous applications, also in reason of the Probability

Integral Transform, which allows to transform any variable

in a Uniform variable in the [0,1] interval. This makes the

Uniform distribution fundamental in the copula-based

multivariate statistical modelling, since the marginal

probability distributions of copula are uniform in [0,1].

Besides, Uniform distribution is used for the construction

of the unit hydrograph in urban hydrology and can describe

river morphology in case of dynamical equilibrium of the

river (Singh 1998). Since it is upper and lower bounded,

the Uniform distribution belongs to the domain of attrac-

tion of Weibull or Extreme Value Type 3 (EV3), with EVI

\0 (Salvadori et al. 2007). Finally, the Generalized Pareto

distribution is used to study maxima with the peak over

threshold (POT) method; asymptotically, exceedances over

a threshold, u, follow the Generalized Pareto distribution

(Salvadori et al. 2007). The distribution of its maxima

depends on the value assumed by the shape parameter c;
for c ¼ 0, maxima follow a Gumbel distribution, for c[ 0

a Fréchet distribution, and for c\0 a Weibull distribution.

In the study we simulated samples from a Generalized

Pareto with c[ 0 and with EVI lower than the one of the

left-truncated Cauchy. This choice was driven by the

consideration that the extrapolation from heavy-tailed

distributions is more problematic, therefore having multi-

ple information regarding this typology may provide a

better understanding.

In many of the hydrological applications that require the

extrapolation of extreme quantiles, the variables of interest

are annual maxima or peaks over a threshold. These are

traditionally studied using Generalized Extreme Value

(GEV) or Generalized Pareto distribution. Nevertheless, we

decided not to simulate from the GEV (or also from a

Generalized Pareto with c lower or equal to zero) for the

following reasons: (1) EVT holds only asymptotically and

this may be a problem when dealing with some variables

like maximum annual daily precipitation, since the actual

sample size of the blocks (the number of wet days in each

year) may be also significantly lower than 365 in arid

regions. In this case the use of GEV may be inappropriate

(De Michele and Avanzi 2018); (2) in some hydrological

applications, like the computation of drought indices, the

variables of interest are not maxima; (3) we covered with

the distributions chosen the three types of asymptotic

behaviors of maxima that can therefore provide guidelines

also for other distributions with similar tails.

Table 1 shows a summary of the four selected para-

metric distributions, with the analytical formula of the PDF

and the related maxima attraction domain. In addition, we

reported the values of distributions’ parameters chosen for

the analysis and the theoretical values of EVI associated to

the parent distributions. In fact, these last values can be

derived analytically as reported in Beirlant et al. (2004)

and Salvadori et al. (2007). The parameters of Gamma

distribution were chosen after fitting a series of monthly

precipitation, the parameters of the left-truncated Cauchy

and Generalized Pareto distribution were taken equal to the

values estimated by Ghorbani et al. (2011) fitting a series

of maximum annual discharge.

From each distribution, 500 samples were generated for

each sample size n, with n ¼ 25; 50; 75; 100; 200; 500.

The sample lengths were chosen keeping in mind the dis-

tributions selected and the typical hydrological applications

in which quantile extrapolation is required. In drought

analysis, for example, from a 50 years daily precipitation

series, it is possible to extract a sample of aggregated

monthly precipitation with a length of 50 or 600 depending

if the data are grouped or not month by month. Series of

duration, volume, or peak discharge of maximum flood
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events have a length equal to the number of years in the

series, typically 50–90 years, or the number of years 	 the

number of exceedances, depending if block maxima or

POT method is considered. Then, we selected five levels of

probability p ¼ 0:98; 0:99; 0:995; 0:998; 0:999, or equiv-

alently in terms of the return period T ¼
50; 100; 200; 500; 1000 years (being p ¼ 1� 1

T), which

are the values commonly used for hydraulic design and risk

assessment problems. We finally selected the relative error

performance criterion (Scholz and Tjoelker 1995) to eval-

uate the behaviour of semi/nonparametric extrapolation

techniques when applied to the sampled data. It is a loca-

tion and scale invariant criterion as it does not depend on

distribution center’s location and its spread. The criterion

formulation is

gðpÞ ¼ x̂ðpÞ � xðpÞ
xðpÞ � mðFÞ ; ð15Þ

where x̂ðpÞ is the quantile estimated through one of the

three semi/nonparametric techniques and associated to a

probability level p, x(p) is the corresponding theoretical

value calculated as the inverse of the theoretical cumula-

tive distribution function FXðxÞ and m(F) is the median of

the sampled distribution.

In the present work we only focused on the extrapolation

of maxima, rather than minima. In fact, in reason of the

Symmetry Principle, the following transformation allows to

extend analysis from maxima to minima (Salvadori et al.

2007):

minfX1; :::;Xng ¼ �maxf�X1; :::;�Xng ð16Þ

For this, analysis and discussion that will be reported for

maxima could be easily extended to minima.

4 Results of simulation study

In this section we provide an overview of the extrapolation

performances that can be achieved through the use of the

three selected techniques, with respect to the different

cases tested. Figure 1 compares medians and interquartile

ranges (IQR) of relative errors, from 500 simulations, for

each sample length, and subdivided with respect to the type

of distribution and return period of extrapolated quantiles.

The acronyms HTS, SC0, and SC7 respectively refer to

Hutson (2002), and Scholz (1995) considering results for

which the linear interpolation has R2 [ 0 and R2 [ 0:7. A

median error equal to 0 means that half of the simulations

provide estimates above the theoretical quantile value and

half below it. As median relative error approaches 0 and as

interquartile range gets smaller, the performance gets

better.

Results show a strong dependence on the type of dis-

tribution. We observe mostly negative median errors

regarding extrapolated quantiles from the Gamma, the left-

truncated Cauchy, and the Generalized Pareto distributions.

In contrast, positive median errors affect, for the major

part, the estimates from Uniform distribution. The highest

median errors, in absolute terms, are observed for the left-

truncated Cauchy distribution, reaching almost 100%.

Conversely, the Uniform distribution provides the smallest

median errors, not higher than 5%, two orders of magni-

tude smaller than left-truncated Cauchy distribution.

Meanwhile, absolute median errors related to Gamma and

Generalized Pareto distribution do not exceed 26%. The

statistical dispersion of relative error, which is described by

the interquartile range, is strictly dependent on the distri-

bution too. Again, the widest dispersion is observed with

the left-truncated Cauchy distribution and the narrowest

with the Uniform.

Table 1 Description of the four selected parametric distributions and parameters’ values chosen for the analysis

Distribution PDF Domain Parameters value Attraction domain of maxima Theoretical EVI

Gamma f ðxÞ ¼ 1
CðkÞHj xj�1 exp ð� x

HÞ x[ 0 j ¼ 3 Gumbel 0

H ¼ 1 (light tailed)

Left-Truncated Cauchy f ðxÞ ¼ 1

ps 1þ x�x0
sð Þ2

� �
1
2
þ1

p tan
�1 x0

sð Þ½ �
x[ 0 x0 ¼ 31:46 Fréchet 1

s ¼ 16:08 (heavy tailed)

Uniform f ðxÞ ¼ 1
b�a

x 2 ½a; b� a ¼ 0 Weibull �1

b ¼ 1 (upper bounded)

Generalized f ðxÞ ¼ 1
r 1þ c x�l

r

� ��1
c�1 x[ l l ¼ 0:20 Fréchet c

Pareto r ¼ 5:61 (heavy tailed)

c ¼ 0:15
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In Fig. 2 the performances of quantile extrapolations,

aggregated by method, are compared from a different

perspective; thus allowing a simpler comparison among

different return periods. Here, box plots of relative errors

are reported only for synthetic samples with length equal to

50 (see Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 for results of the remaining

sample lengths). Box plots related to Gamma distribution

show worse performances for higher return periods; in

particular, both the variability and the absolute value of the

median error increases for all the methods. A different

behaviour is observed in the case of left-truncated Cauchy

distribution. For Hutson (2002) and KDE methods, dis-

persion decreases with the return period but bias increases.

Estimates from Scholz (1995) get worse, with regard to

both median error and dispersion, as the return period gets

larger. Concerning Uniform distribution, in the case of

Hutson (2002) and KDE methods, we observe better per-

formances (lower absolute median biases and smaller

IQRs) for higher return periods. On the other hand, for

Scholz (1995) higher return periods correspond to worse

performances. Finally, for the Generalized Pareto distri-

bution median errors worsen with increasing return period

with Hutson (2002) while remaining similar with KDE and

Scholz (1995). Interquartile range increases with return

period for Scholz (1995) while it does not show appre-

ciable differences for the other methods.

In addition, we can observe from Figs. 1 and 2 different

extrapolation performances with respect to the imple-

mented technique. It is not possible to define a preferred

one, always providing the best results. Each of them has

advantages or drawbacks according to the performed

analysis, as shown below.

Fig. 1 Medians (points) and

interquartile ranges (vertical

bars) of relative errors, g, of
extrapolated extreme quantiles

for different sample lengths
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4.1 Hutson (2002) method

The method proposed by Hutson (2002) leads to perfor-

mances that worsen moving from lighter to heavier tailed

distributions. In Fig. 1 we observe the smallest median

relative errors for estimates from Uniformly distributed

samples, that increase, in absolute values, moving to

Gamma and then to Generalized Pareto. The worst are

finally gained with left-truncated Cauchy distribution. It

can be noticed that, for the first three distributions,

extrapolations get better with the increase of sample length.

We indeed observe that median relative errors get closer to

zero and the variability decreases, with a few exceptions

for small return periods. Conversely, in the case of left-

truncated Cauchy distribution, the method provides large

biases in the quantiles extrapolation, with absolute median

errors almost up to 100%. Besides, the interquartile range

notably grows, although the median relative error decreases

with the increase of sample length.

4.2 Scholz (1995) method

Extrapolation estimates provided by Scholz (1995) rely on

the evaluation of two parameters, EVI and k. Figure 3

shows the variability, by the use of box plots, of EVI

estimates resulted from 500 simulations, for each distri-

bution and sample length. Box plots exhibit a common

tendency of EVI median values to approach the theoretical

values (dotted lines) and of interquartile ranges to shrink

with the increase of the sample size. This behaviour reflects

on extrapolated estimates. In Fig. 1 we indeed observe a

general improvement of performance with the increase of

sample length. It should be noted that considering only EVI

values which provide R2 [ 0:7 does not enhance the

estimates, actually it often worsens them. We found syn-

thetic samples for which none of the sample’s depths, k, in

the range [K1,K2], provided a value of R2 greater than 0.7

in the linear regression. Whenever such situation was met,

we replaced the sample with a new one. For Gamma,

Uniform and Generalized Pareto distribution, we found out

that this condition accounted for less than 1% of the 500

simulations and only for samples with a length equal to 25

and 200. We experienced much more problems when

sampling from the left-truncated Cauchy distribution. We

thrown out from more than 2% (for samples with sample

length equal to 25) to more than 30% (for samples with

sample length equal to 500) of the 500 simulations. In the

estimate of EVI, it is important to balance between the

choice of the threshold to be imposed to R2 and the number

of k contributing to the estimate. Choosing a high R2 is not

always the best choice.

Compared with Hutson (2002) and the KDE, this

method provides the best performances, in terms of median

relative error, in the case of heavy-tailed Generalized

Pareto and left-truncated Cauchy distribution and when

sample lengths are equal or higher than 50. The method

also gives an excellent performance in the case of Gamma

distribution for sample lengths larger than 75. With regard

to Uniform distribution, Scholz (1995) provides the worst

performance, even though median errors are still small,

never higher than 3%.

Applying Scholz (1995), we noticed that least squares

could not be solved for some synthetic samples and for

some values of k. This was associated with very negative

estimates of the EVI that resulted in very high values of the

product i�c�1j�c in Eq. (10). In order to apply the method

we therefore disregarded all the values of k for which least

squares could not be solved.

Fig. 2 Box plots of relative

errors, g, of extreme quantiles

extrapolated from samples with

a length equal to 50
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4.3 Kernel density estimation method

Extrapolated quantiles from KDE technique with a mixture

kernel depend on optimization of two parameters, x and h.

Box plots of optimized x, for the 500 simulations, are

reported in Fig. 4. Here, high values of x correspond to

heavier tails while lower values to lighter tails. As expec-

ted, we can see contrasting patterns between light- and

heavy-tailed distributions. Median values, for Gamma and

Uniform distributions, are equal to zero, regardless of

sample length. In particular, box plots for Uniform distri-

bution are completely concentrated in zero while the 75th

percentile of Gamma box plots reaches 0.22 at most. This

means that the biggest weight, or even the whole weight in

case of x ¼ 0, is assigned to a light-tailed kernel. In con-

trast, for the Generalized Pareto and left-truncated Cauchy

distribution, box plots show higher values of x, which lead

to a mixture kernel where the heavy-tailed function has a

higher importance, with respect to the case of Gamma and

Uniform distributions. Through the optimization of x and

h is possible to fit different tail behaviours without any a

priori assumption. Nevertheless, results in Fig. 1 exhibit

unsatisfactory performances, even with some differences,

for most of the combinations. In the case of Gamma dis-

tribution the greatest biases are observed associated to

return periods higher than 200 years and to the smallest

sample lengths (25 and 50). For left-truncated Cauchy

distributed samples, the extrapolation of quantiles related

to return periods equal or greater than 200 years, provides

high biases with respect to theoretical values, whatever the

sample size. Performances for the Uniform distribution are

instead comparable with those achieved through Hutson

(2002). Finally, for the Generalized Pareto distribution

results are very similar to those obtained for Gamma dis-

tribution for return periods up to 200 years. For higher

return periods, instead, we observe a different behaviour

Fig. 3 Box plots of estimated

EVI for different sample lengths

Fig. 4 Box plots of the

optimized weight, x, of the
mixture kernel in KDE method
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both with respect to the other distributions and methods.

The median relative errors, in fact, assume values that

move from positive to negative for increasing sample sizes.

5 Case study

Once more, we carried on a comparison among the

investigated semi/nonparametric quantile estimators by

applying them on a real precipitation dataset. We exploited

a daily rainfall time series retrieved from the dataset ArCIS

(Archivo Climatologico per l’Italia centro-Settentrionale,

Climatological Archive for Central–Northern Italy) avail-

able at https://www.arcis.it. The database was chosen since

data underwent a check for quality, time consistency,

synchronicity, and statistical homogeneity (Pavan et al.

2019). Daily data, from January 1, 1961 to December 31,

2020 were aggregated on a monthly time scale and from

this we selected only the accumulated rainfall depths

related to the months of June, July, and August, to lead a

seasonal analysis. We hence obtained three monthly rain-

fall values for each year, thus relying on 180 data points.

As done concerning synthetic simulations, the case study

analysis aims at providing a comparison with respect to the

sample length and to the level of probability. We consid-

ered three sample lengths, n ¼ 25; 50; 75 and we esti-

mated quantiles x(p) related to two probability levels,

p ¼ 0:98; 0:90, thereby investigating extrapolation of

maxima. To provide a statistical significance we performed

the analysis by using the random subsampling technique

(Hartigan 1969). From the initial dataset, we randomly

extracted 100 subsamples for each sample length n.

Eventually, for all the 100 subsamples the quantiles were

estimated. Whereas for subsamples with length equal to 25,

both xðp ¼ 0:98Þ and xðp ¼ 0:99Þ can be extrapolated, for

the remainder subsamples (with n ¼ 50 and n ¼ 75) only

extrapolation of xðp ¼ 0:99Þ may be performed. As men-

tioned in Sec. 3, in hydrological practice precipitation

depths are typically described by Gamma distribution. We

hence considered to also include results gained through

parametric extrapolation (PAR) from a Gamma distribution

where parameters were estimated from each subset using

maximum likelihood estimation. Concerning Scholz (1995)

we disregarded SC7 method, since results reported in Sec.

4 reveal similar or even sligthly worse performances

compared to SC0. According to the simulation study we

evaluated the relative error on estimates, g, referring to

Equation (15). This time, though, the benchmark x(p) was

chosen to be the linear interpolation estimator falling

within the range of the 180 rainfall observations and cal-

culated with Equation (1). Results in Fig. 5 show boxplots

of the 100 relative errors related to the three investigated

semi/nonparametric extrapolation techniques and the

parametric extrapolation. Firstly, it can be easily noticed a

discrepancy between parametric and semi/nonparametric

methods. Relative errors from the parametric approach

mostly exhibit positive values (estimated quantiles larger

than interpolated ones) and the median relative errors

appear not to approach zero with respect to the sample

length, while dispersion slighlty shrinks. Concerning the

three semi/nonparametric methodologies, results are pretty

consistent with synthetic simulation results. Median rela-

tive errors, whatever positive or negative, are always close

to zero. They notably come even closer to zero with higher

sample lengths. Similarly, errors IQR is reduced as the

sample length increases. Focusing on sample length

n ¼ 25, the higher probability level increases uncertainty in

the estimates, which is reflected by the higher dispersion of

box plots. Best performances are gained by Hutson (2002)

in terms of median error and by KDE in terms of disper-

sion. In the case of n ¼ 50, Scholz (1995) provides the best

results. Finally, for n ¼ 75 Hutson (2002) and KDE

slighlty outperform Scholz (1995). Overall, the semi/non-

parametric techniques gain quite similar and satisfying

results.

6 Discussion

As already highlighted in the previous section, the per-

formances of the presented methods strongly depend on the

type of distribution. Therefore, considerations will be given

individually for each distribution. Finally, general indica-

tions about the methods will be provided.

6.1 Left-truncated Cauchy distribution

The extrapolation from heavy-tailed distributions is often

troublesome as also pointed out in Scholz and Tjoelker

(1995), that observed errors twice as large for the Student

t5 distribution with respect to the other distributions con-

sidered, namely Uniform, reverse Weibull, Weibull, and

Normal. The Cauchy distribution was excluded in the

simulations carried out by Scholz and Tjoelker (1995) due

to unrealistic estimations obtained for some of the gener-

ated samples and due to the high errors that made difficult a

graphical comparison with the other distributions. Samples

extracted from the Cauchy distribution are often charac-

terized by the presence of a single value much greater than

all the others and this may cause some of the problems

encountered with this distribution. Also Hutson (2002)

highlighted the poor performance of the proposed method

in extrapolating heavy-tailed distributions.
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6.2 Gamma distribution

Unlike Uniform, the Gamma distribution is asymmetric

with an asymmetry that increases with the decreasing of the

shape parameter. This may be the reason of the higher bias

of KDE, that is known to have limitations with skewed

distributions (Charpentier and Flachaire 2015; Kang et al.

2018). The Gamma distribution is also lower bounded,

therefore attentions must be adopted in the application of

KDE. Three alternatives to deal with positive data are here

cited: (1) the choice of a kernel with a bounded support; (2)

data transformation in order to match an infinite support of

the kernel; (3) setting the estimated PDF to zero outside the

admitted range and rescaling it so that the area under the

curve remains one. In this case we disregarded the use of a

bounded kernel, like the Gamma kernel (Chen 2000), since

it would have not allowed a proper comparison between the

three distributions. We tested both the second (results not

reported) and third approach using a log transformation for

the former and we selected the latter due to its best per-

formance. As also pointed out by Zucchini (2003) the

different procedures result in estimations that can be con-

siderably different; hence, it may be important to test the

uncertainty related with this choice when KDE is used with

bounded data. Results from the case study, referred to p ¼
0:98 and p ¼ 0:99, are typically in accordance to what is

observed from synthetic simulations. Either way, Hutson

(2002) mostly reports positive median errors and the

highest IQRs. KDE, for such low probability levels, still

shows moderate biases and small dispersions, as well as

Scholz (1995).

6.3 Uniform distribution

Likewise the Gamma distribution, also the Uniform dis-

tribution requires to deal with the bounded support when

KDE and Hutson (2002) are used. Regarding the former,

the same procedure adopted for the Gamma distribution

was chosen, while a logarithmic transformation of the data

was applied for the latter (see Zucchini 2003). This passage

implies that none of these two methods will produce

extrapolated values outside the admitted range. Scholz

(1995), on the contrary, can be equally applied to bounded

or unbounded variables since the information regarding the

upper bound is conserved in the value of the EVI. As a

drawback, a wrong estimation of the EVI parameter may

lead to extrapolated values greater than the real upper

bound and this may explain the worst performance of this

method for the Uniform distribution.

6.4 Generalized Pareto distribution

The Generalized Pareto distribution can be of three types

depending on the value of the shape parameter c: moving

from an exponential (c ¼ 0, light-tailed) to a Pareto (c[ 0,

heavy-tailed) to a Beta (c\0). The value of EVI is equal to

the shape parameter. In this study we adopted a set of

parameters that was fitted to discharge data and for which

the shape parameter resulted equal to 0.15. This means that

we are studying a heavy-tailed distribution, event tough

with a lighter tail than the one of left-truncated Cauchy

distribution, characterized by EVI ¼ 1. The performances

of the selected methods, in fact, are more similar to the

ones of Gamma distribution rather than left-truncated

Cauchy distribution with similar median errors but higher

IQRs, confirming the increasing difficult in extrapolating

Fig. 5 Box plots of the relative

errors, g, of extreme quantiles

extrapolated from the 100

subsamples of the daily rainfall

dataset
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from heavy-tailed distributions. In order to apply KDE, as

done also for Gamma and left-truncated Cauchy distribu-

tion, it is necessary to deal with the lower bound of data

when applying a kernel with infinite support. The choice

done to correct this may influence the resulting

performances.

6.5 Limitations and improvements

The performance of Scholz (1995), as well as KDE,

depends on the estimation of some parameters, in particular

the EVI and k for the former and h and x for the latter. The

variability of the estimation of the EVI around the true

value may be the reason of the higher IQR of this method

with respect to the others and it may also explain the

reduction of IQR with increasing sample sizes. We recall

that Scholz (1995) assumes that EVT holds therefore it is

reasonable to expect a better performance with increasing

sample size. Nevertheless, different distributions converge

to their domain of attraction with different rates. Hence, a

larger sample size may be required to reach the true value

of the EVI in case of distributions with lower convergence

rates. Figure 3 shows that also a sample length of 500 is

still too short to estimate correctly the EVI. We point out

that Scholz (1995) can be applied also with different esti-

mators of the EVI and different criteria for the choice of

the k-greatest order statistics.

Even though the choice of the kernel function is usually

considered of less importance than bandwith selection

(Chen 2000; Wilks 2011), in the present comparison we

observed that this in not true when the extrapolation

capacity is considered, since tail proprieties of KDE

depend on the type of kernel (Lall et al. 1993). The use of a

mixture kernel avoids reverting to the problem already

present in parametric methods for which results depend on

the distribution function chosen. In the present comparison

we proposed an application of KDE that can adapt to a

broad range of circumstances without assuming any prior

knowledge of how data are distributed. Nevertheless, the

kernel function as well as the bandwidth may be chosen

also considering the data at hand. What we want to stress

out is that the kernel choice is not unimportant as is also

confirmed by the different median values of x obtained for

the four distributions. A further improvement of KDE may

be obtained combining a variable bandwidth with the

mixture kernel (Wang et al. 2020).

Unlike KDE and Scholz (1995), Hutson (2002) does not

require the choice or estimation of any parameter. Even

though this may yield to less flexibility, the method has the

advantage to be simple and easy to use and implement,

while still providing competitive results when light-tailed

distributions are of interest.

Although in this work we dealt only with quantile esti-

mators, the method of Hutson (2002) was developed in

order to improve the construction of confidence intervals

based on bootstrap replications, therefore providing a

useful instrument when we are interested in quantifying the

uncertainty of the estimation. Also Scholz (1995) can be

used to estimate confidence intervals using a different

value of a in Eq. (4). Nevertheless, the theoretical basis that
justifies a linear extrapolation does not hold when a is

different from 0.5. Regardless, Scholz and Tjoelker (1995)

observed a good fit using linear extrapolation also for a 6¼
0:5 while they discouraged the use of a quadratic

extrapolation.

Analysis revealed that performances of methods vary

depending on the behaviour of extreme values and in

particular on the tail weight. When there are no a priori

information on the parametric distribution which could

describe data nor on their asymptotic distribution, still it is

possible to get information on the tail weight, by resorting

to sample estimates of tail weight indices as reported in

Rosenberger and Gasko (1983). Such indices could thus

help in the choice of the best semi/nonparametric method.

7 Conclusions

The estimate of extreme quantiles is a key issue in

hydrological applications. In this study, the performances

among three semi/nonparametric techniques for extrapo-

lation of extreme quantiles are compared, namely Hutson

(2002), KDE, and Scholz (1995). Hutson (2002) has only

few applications in the hydrological context. KDE was

widely exploited in flood frequency analysis, however we

enhanced the method by the use of a new flexible type of

kernel (Wang et al. 2020). At our knowledge this kernel

was never applied before. On the other hand, Scholz (1995)

is here implemented for hydrological purposes for the first

time. The analysis, based on synthetic series, does not

indicate that one technique typically outperforms the oth-

ers. Methods’ performances vary with data distribution,

sample length, and level of probability or return period. It

is therefore recommended to consciously exploit nonpara-

metric methods taking into account the type of dataset.

This work can be seen as a support in the choice of the

most suitable technique even if it cannot provide an

exhaustive analysis of all methodologies available in lit-

erature. Firstly, when dealing with extrapolation, it is

crucial to be aware of observed variables support. In fact,

data transformation is sometimes required, as in the case of

KDE and Hutson (2002) for bounded samples. Data

transformation methods must be carefully managed since

they could lead to further biases in quantiles extrapolation.

Whether it is possible to make some assumptions on
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observed data distribution or on their asymptotic distribu-

tion, or simply on the tail weight (e.g., with the use of tail

indices, see Rosenberger and Gasko 1983), some specific

guidelines can be furnished relying on our analysis. KDE

poorly performs when applied to skewed data or heavy-

tailed distributions. In the former case it would be rec-

ommendable to use a skewed kernel function as well.

Hutson (2002) generates large biases in the case of heavy-

tailed distributions. On the other hand, Scholz (1995)

provides the best performances for heavy-tailed distribu-

tions, when observed data have a size greater than 50.

Whereas information on data distribution is not available,

we suggest to prefer Scholz (1995) when sample lengths

are greater than 75, whatever the return period. We indeed

observed that such a sample size is generally suitable for a

reliable estimation of the EVI, for any type of distribution.

More challenging is the extrapolation of quantiles when

sample length is shorter than 75: Scholz (1995) leads to

wrong estimates of EVI and consequently to large biases in

quantile estimates. In these cases, Hutson (2002) or KDE

should be favoured.

Appendix

See Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

Fig. 6 Box plots of relative

errors, g, of extreme quantiles

extrapolated from samples with

a length equal to 25

Fig. 7 Box plots of relative

errors, g, of extreme quantiles

extrapolated from samples with

a length equal to 75
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Fig. 8 Box plots of relative

errors, g, of extreme quantiles

extrapolated from samples with

a length equal to 100

Fig. 9 Box plots of relative

errors, g, of extreme quantiles

extrapolated from samples with

a length equal to 200
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